DANCE CONCERT CHECKLIST
McClain Auditorium
Mamaroneck High School
1000 West Boston Post Road, Mamaroneck, NY 10543

* For Show I, Backstage Assistance should arrive at 11:00 am / Dancers should arrive
by 11:15 am.
* For Show II, Backstage Assistance should arrive at 2:00 pm / Dancers should arrive
by 2:15 pm.

* Read the Dress Rehearsal Checklist.
* Make sure your child eats well before arrival.
* Send your child with an activity (i.e. crayons & coloring book).
* Dancers may come in costume.
* Do NOT bring dancers to AUDITORIUM.
* Follow signs to BACKSTAGE & find your child’s class/day & time sign.
* Only water & peanut-free, non-staining snacks are permitted backstage.
* Before the show, dancers may photographed, filmed by videographer, warm-up, etc.
* In order to highlight facial features under the stage lights, dancers wear light
makeup (blush, lip gloss, etc.) & are responsible for application.
* The show will not begin unless ALL dancers are backstage & in costume.
* Dancers will be supervised by volunteers, backstage assistants, & instructors.
* For your convenience, roses (singles & dozens), refreshments, & Magical Movements
t-shirts will be available in the auditorium lobby.

* Auditorium doors open for seating at 11:30 am (Show I) / 2:30 pm (Show II).
* Ticket print-outs are necessary for entrance. Seating is assigned.
* Flash photography is not permitted during the show. It is a distraction to the dancers.
* That’s Entertainment will videotape both shows, including before & after the
performance.
* For security reasons, dancers are not allowed to leave the backstage area until the
show is over. No exceptions will be made.
* With the exception of parents, volunteers, backstage assistants, instructors, no one
will be allowed backstage once the performance has begun.
* After the show, dancers may be picked up by ONE parent/caretaker at the backstage
area by their class sign.

Please contact Linda A.S.A.P. with any questions/concerns.
HAVE A WONDERFUL SHOW!!

